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Scorpion Prize #21
canyon
replies from the
afterlife
George Swede

a delay in large leaves
Philip Rowland

planning his escape
through the I
in the sentence
Gregory Hopkins
2

in the garden steel ears for dreams come whistling
Darrell Lindsey

between seasons
only
reality shows
Peter Yovu

I read through all the poems several times, seeing what stuck, what caught my attention, what stayed
fresh to interest. As there are really no rules in poetry—despite the occasional chosen mechanical
ones of a rigid form and the surface cleverness that supports—my take is purely subjective and does
not represent that of Fox News. “canyon / replies from the / afterlife” had the necessary frisson; as
did “a delay in large leaves”. “planning his escape / through the I / in the sentence” attracted me,
and if the last word had been “sentience” I would have stopped there.
Finally I wavered between “in the garden steel ears for dreams come whistling” and “between seasons / only / reality shows”. The latter had the twists of ambiguity that appeal to me, the natural
3

and the electronic, the pivot of “only” and the flickering substantive/verb of “shows”: but the former
still stands my test of not being quite here and thus testing me that I am. Thank you all.
Tom Raworth
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vulture my other side

john
martone

talking of clouds filled with equations she checks her pad

Helen
Buckingham

hunt
i
ng
the
wild
horse
s
of
her
long
i
tudes

Scott
Metz

her
almost
words
grasping mangled trees

Paul
Pfleuger,
Jr.

the person you wish you could be
dawn lets the last star go

Gregory
Hopkins

dancers of
invisible fish are
you awake

Christopher
A.
White

drawing a breath
old elephants go there
to die

Carolyne
Rohrig

my heartbeat ducks under the falcon

Peter
Yovu

i clap for spring
and banish a key
more minor than mine

Lee
Gurga

that point of white before christ muscles in

Helen
Buckingham

feathering my gut with his words the rose rambles

Clare
McCotter

the spring we spent
in the smoggy flatlands
here in a tube of glue

Chris
Gordon

the struggle to get a lily to stay in water after all

Kala
Ramesh

Our island
our garden
blooms
in that part of no

Paul
Pfleuger,
Jr.

spring
like
a scale that’s come
off
earth

Scott
Metz

polyphonic rain the life in front of me

Roberta
Beary

pig and i convicted by our aphorisms

Lee
Gurga

where elk sleep and lay bare our prayers

Scott
Metz

vows jump their past-perfect membranes eastertide

Susan
Diridoni

after apple-picking
a white lie in utero

Roberta
Beary

Clicking back to Hyper, Kansas

Paul
Pfleuger,
Jr.

religious right two parts whiskey one part wine

Lee
Gurga

the nickels from
your pocket are cold
a few small wars

Chris
Gordon

Anorexia plus Silicon
June gets a bruise
then it starts to rain

Chris
Gordon

American and Elegant I

catfish, catfishmake your mark
; Transitional
Verbs aside : [blaring].

David
Tomaloff

American and Elegant II

Nine, nine, nine
hens in the
-br0mine
Liquefy
the man
;
the //media pulls a leg

David
Tomaloff

the night heron's cry
your left elbow slightly
sharper than your right

Peter
Yovu

The t-shirt read subvert the dominant paradigm across my chest

Judi
Brannan
Armbruster

prunes and apricots in terms of feminism

Lee
Gurga

insects molting in the closet red stiletto heels

Ann
Spiers

the scent of
somebody’s wife
a changing wind

Lucas
Stensland

on the hard stones by
the river the Russian girl
in her thong

Chris
Gordon

gored but out of these shattered ribs a bull

Peter
Yovu

In a language I half understand the body identified

Paul
Pfleuger,
Jr.

snakes and ladders medusa holding me steady

Helen
Buckingham

arsenal reduced to ruins just bright your speaking

Susan
Diridoni

May be a dog's body clutching stones still amidst vs.

Paul
Pfleuger,
Jr.

a concrete wind
announces itself
in each voice

Christopher
A.
White

three heavy horses in rape where I can not stop

Clare
McCotter

in the mouth
of the wolf moon
aborted boy

Roberta
Beary

the day you drowned
the ocean heaving
whole lakes upon the shore

Peter
Yovu

A death toll segue into connecting people

Paul
Pfleuger,
Jr.

you ask
who this is—
& there is
a lake

john
martone

lake—someone’s
swimming thru
yr blindness

john
martone

starlight though none are here the scent of horses

Clare
McCotter

paint peeling from the ocean a dedication to falling leaves

Scott
Metz

potato chips and other gods

Lee
Gurga

Hush!

Eve
Luckring

the tinsel is screaming light

in the basement
of a snowflake
blackbird and i

Scott
Metz

back of the library the dust between worlds

Gregory
Hopkins

how many birds will it take a transparent rainbow

Peter
Yovu

vulture the chest’s last organ

john
martone
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Peggy Willis Lyles
-A Celebration-

This issue of Roadrunner is dedicated to the memory of Peggy Willis Lyles, poet, familiar voice in English-language haiku for more than thirty years, and associate editor of The Heron's Nest, who recently passed on Friday, September 3, 2010, whose
influence reaches far and wide, beyond haiku poetry.
It is fitting that some poets who knew Peggy and were touched by her will be a part
of this issue’s celebration of her life and work. Personally, having received from
Peggy a sound basic introduction to haiku my first years knowing her, and then
what developed into something of a tutelage, I remain indebted to her for perspective and the catalytic role she played for the better part of a decade.
She was a friend and we kept in touch fairly regularly. I was fortunate to have met
her at the Haiku North America conference in New York during the summer of
2003, though the first-day encounter was on awkward terms during the zippy
1

kitschness that was the “haiku handshake” snaking through the Dalton School
theater where the opening proceedings were held, as I received something of a minor scolding from her for a poem appearing in the conference journal that she had
intended to send an acceptance message about that I’d also submitted to the Nest.
After the showing of a polite sternness asserting herself was out of the way, we got
to rapping about goings-on, Coney Island, life. How can “classy” not come to mind
when one thinks of this most dynamic woman? I’d met more than my share of
haiku faces and bodies then to attach to poems we know (sipped soda with some,
carried boxes for others), but meeting Peggy was utterly profound. As anyone who
has heard her read her work, speaking with that majestic Southern accent of hers,
can attest to, it seems to change and intensify one's sense of her haiku. I consider
absorbing her poems in this way a highlight of that 2003 meeting—hell, perhaps
the whole trip home. It is entirely like me to have lost her at the New York Botanical Garden, to not have had a chance to say good-bye in person, but it hardly compares to what we all found out and had to face September 3rd.
Perhaps this is a digression of sorts, but it’s all just now setting in: the fact that
Peggy Willis Lyles is no longer an email away. I may be remembering too much.
Her penchant for delish description, telling about all the people and places she
knew, for example, which was peerless. It once compelled my sister and I to take a
trip see the Magnolia Plantation and Gardens in South Carolina, a place she’d
been “charmed by it since childhood,” where she enjoyed exhibiting her paintings on the “big lawn in front of the house with other members of the Charleston
Artist Guild” when she’d lived west of the Ashley River in the late 80s and early
90s. She’d known the owner, “who’d died several years ago, when he was still walking around the property then, always followed by a bunch of rather sad-looking
dogs. He had long been a soft touch for strays and liked to insist he had probably
put me through college back when my father was his veterinarian.” There was
much more. Still is. Probably forever will be. She left mountains of poems and then
some.
Always so full of an otherworldly enthusiasm telling about anything from her beloved Southern mountains, time with Bill, her children, the grandkids, to azaleas at
the height of their bloom, I can’t help but wonder if she’ll be most remembered for
the value she found in the little things, as she spoke with a resonance and clarity in

2

her poems that is greater than the seemingly forced and tired objective sketches we
find in the work of many poets.
At Roadrunner, we love the edginess about many of the poems Peggy’s published
here, love seeing what she’s put down with less restraint, love seeing her more
abstruse-colored little explosions.
The “Favorites of 2009” section of Roadrunner Issue X:I included brief commentaries from Scott Metz and myself on two of Peggy’s poems that appeared here last
year:
honeysuckle
taking down
the spite fence
(XI:2)
and

whose ghost did you talk to all the way down
(IX:4)
And, along with other poets, we offered some thoughts last year on the Viral section of troutswirl, The Haiku Foundation’s blog, devoted to her engaging:

bare branches
I choose a layer
of blue silk

While we’ll miss her presence as much as anyone, her fire lives on in the hearts and
poems of those she struck a chord with.

3

Now on to that celebration. The following are all the poems, ordered chronologically, that Peggy has published in Roadrunner since this little vehicle went go.
We thank you much for all you’ve given us, Peggy Willis Lyles.
And, forever with your memory, we drive on.

Paul Pfleuger, Jr.

February 2006 Issue VI:1

a backhoe
stalled in goldenrod—
low sun

a lantern
in the pothole—
moonset

4

the net
into deep water
clearing sky

May 2007 Issue VII:2

first snow
she says God
is a good man

maybe
maybe not
the seedlings thinned

blue butterflies
a knife without a handle
on the lichened stone

August 2007 Issue VII:3

swallowtails—
a mission fig
cut in half

5

February 2008 Issue VIII:1

she lifts one child—
the underwater years
of dragonflies

May 2008 Issue VIII:2

broken chords
from the carousel—
a whale off course

amber waves
a tall man demonstrates
the dream

August 2008 Issue VIII:3

wind-borne seed
I have
my doubts

6

November 2008 Issue VIII:4

two-dimensional wise men across the pulp mill roof

dark seed pods
rattle
the Judas tree

ground ivy flowering the small blue earth

February 2009 Issue IX:1

dragonflies
how long did we know
before we knew?

May 2009 Issue IX:2

damp sand ripples cold salt wind

the breath beyond the breath that fills the reed

nothing in a nutshell All Souls' Day

7

honeysuckle
taking down
the spite fence

all ears tuned to the closing bell

August 2009 Issue IX: 3

uprooted —
thorn buds stud
the devil's walking stick

a loud goose
toward the moon —
I've lived here too

blossoms I don't want to change your voice

November 2009 Issue IX: 4

whose ghost did you talk to all the way down

8

April 2010 Issue X:1

drowning with Icarus in the textbook print

July 2010 Issue X:2

Osiris
reconstructed
buttercups
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Tada Chimako’s Haiku
by Hiroaki Sato

In the last year of her life, the poet Tada Chimako (多田智満子, 1930-2003)
wrote haiku under the guidance of another poet, Takahashi Mutsuo (高橋睦郎, born
1937). This came about not just because the two poets admired each other and
worked on a literary magazine. It also came about because Takahashi is one outstanding exception in Japan. There the reverence to specialization holds in poetrywriting as well, so that those who write tanka are called kajin (歌人), those who
write haiku haijin (俳人), and those who write “poems” (詩) that belong to neither
genre shijin（詩人), and each of the kajin, haijin, and shijin do not usually pursue
the others’ genres. In this milieu Takahashi, who started out as a shijin, went on to
cover the genres of tanka and haiku, and won major prizes in all three branches.

1

Tada herself did not limit herself to “poems”: she wrote tanka and collected
them in her seventh book of poetry, Suien (Water Spray), published in 1975. But it
was only after she was found to have cancer, in November 2001, that she decided
to try her hand in haiku. We do not know why she did so, but the haiku she composed over a period of about a year while she was heading toward death turned out
to be what Takahashi calls a “sickbed diary.” They are not beginner’s pieces, either.
After all, Tada was a poet admired for her deft references to a wide range of literary traditions who was at the same time an accomplished translator of such works
as Marguerite Yourcenar’s Mémoires d’Hadrien. She had a fine sense of style
backed up with erudition and a solid grasp of what was possible in the sharply
confining genre of haiku.
As might be expected from the fact that she had the traditionalist haiku
writer Takahashi as mentor and guide, Tada wrote haiku comforting to the basic
rules of the 5-7-5-syllable pattern and the inclusion of kigo, seasonal indicators.
A selection of about 160 of Tada’s haiku, edited and arranged by Takahashi,
was published in two formats after her death: one as part of a memorial booklet
and the other as an independent haiku book, titled Kaze no katami (風のかたみ A
Wind’s Mementos).
Jeffrey Angles translates 23 haiku in his book, Forest of Eyes: Selected Poems of Tada Chimako (University of California Press, 2010).

2

Cancer that is Crab and also Cancer 1
獅子座流星雨果てて蟹座の病棟へ

Shishi-za ryūseiu hatete Kani-za no byōtō e
Constellation Leo meteor shower ends and I to Constellation Crab Ward

身のうちに死はやはらかき冬の疣

Mi no uchi ni shi wa yawarakaki fuyu no ibo
Inside my body death is a soft wintry wart

冬の日の熟れて梢にふるへおり

Fuyu no hi no urete kozue ni furueori
The winter sun having ripened trembles at the treetop

Heading to the first haiku. It refers to the fact that cancer as the name of a constellation and as a
sign in the Zodiac is the Latin for “crab,” and is also the disease so named. The haiku that follows is hypersyllabic, with “Shishi-za,” Constellation Leo, adding three syllables.
1

3

つはぶきの蔭や小猫のされかうべ

Tsuwabuki 2 no kage ya koneko no sarekōbe
In the shadow of a crested leopard lies a kitten’s skull

繃帯をほどけば春のミイラかな

Hōtai o hodokeba haru no miira kana
The bandages undone I am the very mummy of spring

春愁や薬水てふ驛ありて

Shunshū ya Kusurimizu3 chō eki arite
Vernal melancholy: here’s a station named Medicine Water

眼差の當るやはたと椿落つ

Manazashi no ataru ya hata to tsubaki otsu
My eyes hit it and the camellia falls with a thump

Farfugium japonicum: a plant with bright yellow daisy-like flowers that bloom over roundish,
fleshy leaves. http://www.hana300.com/tuwabu.html
2

A train station in Nara. So named because it is near a well-spring named after Kusurimizu
Daishi, one of the names of the Buddhist proselytizer Kūkai, Kōbō Daishi (774-835)
http://kagiroi.narasaku.jp/e21203.html
3

4

波は波をくるんで轉ぶ春の沙

Nami wa nami o kurunde marobu haru no suna
The waves roll up the waves and tumble over the spring sand

来む春は墓遊びせむ花の蔭

Komu haru ha haka asobisemu hana no kage
Come spring I’ll play with my grave under cherry flowers

水すまし水を踏む水へこませて

Mizusumashi mizu o fumu mizu hekomasete
A water strider treads the water denting the water

むかし父ありき麻服パナマ帽

Mukashi chichi ariki asafuku Panama-bō
There once was Father in a hemp suit and a Panama hat

むかし母すだれ巻き上ぐる腕白し

Mukashi hana sudare makiaguru ude shiroshi
Once upon a time Mother rolled up blinds her arms white
5

忘れ盡くして軽き頭や籠枕

Wasuretsukushite karoki kashira ya kagomakura4
Having forgotten all my head is light on a basket pillow

いなびかりしぶき蹴立てて雨走る

Inabikari shibuki ketatete ame hashiru
Lightning: kicking up splashes the rain runs

谷暮るるたぎち白きは白きまま

Tani kururu tagichi shiroki wa shiroki mama
The valley darkening the water boiling up white remains white

流れ星我より我の脱け落つる

Nagareboshi ware yori ware no nukeotsuru
A shooting star: from my self my self drops away

4

A pillow made of wicker or bamboo.
6

海怖ろし波がつぎつぎ手を擧げて

Umi osoroshi nami ga tsugitsugi te o agete
The sea frightens, the waves raising their hands one after another

葉を脱いで欅すらりと月の中

Ha o nuide keyaki surarito tsuki no naka
Having shed its leaves the zelkova stands svelte in the moonlight

がらんどうの夜汽車明るく盲ひたる

Garandō no yogisha akaruku meshiitaru
A totally vacant night train bright, is blind

秋深き隣にたれか爪を切る

Aki fukaki tonari ni tare ka tsume o kiru
Autumn deep someone next-door clips his nails

7

玉葱や七皮剥けば何もなし

Tamanegi ya naka-kawa mukeba nani mo nashi
An onion: peel away seven layers and nothing is left

皺の手が皺のシーツをのばす冬

Shiwa no te ga shiwa no shiitsu o nobasu fuyu
This winter my wrinkled hand smoothes out a wrinkled sheet

病みほけて鳩を蔑する鴉かな

Yamihokete hato o namisuru karasu kana
Totally sick and silly a crow looks down upon a dove

病鴉遂に病巣の中に巣ごもらむ

Byōa tsui ni byōsu no naka ni sugomoramu
The sickly crow must finally nestle in her sickly nest

8

草の背を乗り継ぐ風の行方かな

Kusa no se o noritsugu kaze no yukue kana
Riding from one blade of grass to another the wind goes where
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Tom Raworth: An Interview
by Paul Pfleuger, Jr.

Collskip, Tom Raworth

1

PP: For starters, Tom, I wanted to ask you about a specific book of
yours- "Haiku" released in 1968, that you collaborated on with John
Esam and Anselm Hollo. I haven't for the life of me, been able to locate
a copy. Could you tell us about it? Also, have you tried haiku or senryu?
If you have, could you share some? What interests you most in haiku?
Have you followed the progression of this poetry?
TR: The "Haiku" book turns up occasionally. If you hit:
http://tinyurl.com/2w9krqa
it'll eventually run up the Addall search page and scrolling down to
where they're trying to sell copies of the smaller hardbound/signed edition you can read a pretty decent description of the physical book.
It came about because Asa Benveniste, who ran Trigram Press, felt like
doing a book of Haiku. . . . so he asked Anselm, and John Esam (whom I
didn't know particularly well. . . . He was [maybe is] a poet from New
Zealand who was involved in organising the famous Albert Hall reading
in the early 60s. . . . I heard years after that he was was doing falconry in
Saudi) and myself. I remember doing my 15 one afternoon. They were
completely standard (as then) format. . . . 5 syllables 7 syllables 5
syllables. The complete fifteen are in my Collected Poems (pages 63 to
65). Sometimes it's amusing to see what can be done within a rigid form
(not that I think the haiku is ONLY that form). No, I haven't played with
it since, nor senryu. My taste is to make a new form each time. Occasionally back in the 70s when I sometimes taught "creative writing" I'd
use it as a disciplinary exercise, useful to see what expansion from contraction students could manage: almost forty years later that's so old hat
as to be embarrassing. The minor problem with taking the single line
approach is that it becomes difficult to distinguish the result from a
one-liner. I can't really say I've followed the progression of this poetry
as I don't particularly follow poetry per se; merely what interests me.
2

PP: I have the "My Son the Haiku Writer" section here from your ‘Collected Poems’ (for purchase at here and at Amazon USA and UK.). Were
they truly inspired by your son writing haiku? This would have been
more than 40 years ago when the 5-7-5 approach was often used in English Language haiku. They're intriguing. I particularly like:
wax filtered sounds through
earth where imagination
spreads a boned circle

and
the problems of form
within this limitation
he drops a sylla . . .

and regarding the latter of the two, I can’t help notice similarities to the
well-known:
To express oneself
In seventeen syllables
Is very diffic-

from John Cooper Clarke. Didn’t your version come out several years
before this one? I’d like to hear about how these came about. And would
you allow us to include some work from ‘My Son the Haiku Writer’ in
your Collected Poems?
TR: I think I answered the MSTHW question (how it came about) in one
of my other messages. The title was simply a riff on the cliché-proud3

Jewish-mother remark “And this is my son the doctor...... and this is my
son the lawyer......” Yes, I guess that was a decade at least before JCC.
Well, the two you mentioned originally, and then, say, any other three
you like. Five seems a decent echo of the old traditional English first
five-syllable (or sound) line.
from My Son the Haiku Writer in Tom Raworth Collected Poems (Carcanet Press Ltd., 2003):

time under pressure
dawn, and the green butterflies
crossing the ice-cap

bells of red thunder
the cross of an ape in dreams
my house where i sleep

wax filtered sounds through
earth where imagination
spreads a boned circle

4

PP: How much of a critical “form” is English-language haiku? How
worthy of literary study and critique is it? Do you think it will ever figure into the western literary canon?
TR: These are meaningless questions to me. I am not an academic, read
only what catches my interest (no study, no critique) and have absolutely
no interest in literary canons.
PP: How might poets writing haiku improve their work and therefore be
considered for publication in traditionally non-haiku journals?
TR: Why would they want to be? As far as I'm concerned one writes because one likes to read: and because one doesn't like to read shit one attempts not to write it. I assume work improves with both reading and
writing; and by reading your own writing with the same sharp eye, ear
and intelligence as you read anyone else's.
PP: Regarding the deconstruction of the image, Marjorie Perloff has
suggested in Radical Artifice (1991) three ways which contemporary poets are critical of the image:
“(1) the image, in all its concretion and specificity, continues to be foregrounded, but it is now presented as inherently deceptive, as that which
must be bracketed, parodied, and submitted to scrutiny - this is the mode
of Frank O'Hara and John Ashbery, more recently of Michael Palmer
and Leslie Scalapino and Ron Silliman;
(2) the Image as referring to something in external reality is replaced by
the word as Image, but concern with morphology and the visualization
of the word's constituent parts: this is the mode of Concrete Poetry extending from such pioneers as Eugen Gomringer and Steve McCaffery,
Susan Howe, and Johanna Drucker; and
(3) Image as the dominant gives way to syntax: in Poundian terms, the
turn is from phanopoeia to logopoiea. "Making strange" now occurs at
the level of phrasal and sentence structure rather than at the level of the
image cluster so that poetic language cannot be absorbed into the discourse of the media… (Pg.78).”
5

As you have seen, a number of poems found here in Roadrunner seem to
at least partially subscribe to some of the contemporary criticalness of
the image that Perloff identifies. Being that haiku is often perceived as a
poetry that relies on “objectively real images” how do you see contemporary haiku benefiting from applications of what Perloff has called attention to here?
TR: I imagine Marjorie's observations are accurate. Reflex or musclememory: anyone's choice. To the last question I can only answer with
the brief poem:
4.33
bird no sing in cage

PP: You have been associated in the Language Poets movement for decades now. Placing emphasis on words themselves and not the images
they evoke in haiku could be seen as standing in direct opposition to the
ever-dominant western interpretation of Shiki’s shasei or “realistic
sketch from life” technique. Do you see a place for this in haiku?
TR: I haven't been involved in any movements intentionally and I suppose I could argue that words are images. There are no rules (though
many would like there to be): that is the central beauty of art. A place for
everything and everything in its place.
PP: Thanks for your time, Tom. We appreciate it.
***
Bio
Tom Raworth's favourite hot sauce is Jonkanoo and he can see the
sea from his window. He was born before WW2 and has been writ6

ing to amuse himself for half-a-century: for the last twenty years of
which he has also played with visual images. He's pretty tired at the
moment and his right foot aches.
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